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These photographs were mostly taken during the early days of my time in Okapa and our research on kuru, from March 1957. They are organized in sections, which show aspects of our research work, kuru patients, the care taken of patients by their families, kuru and other sorcery, and social aspects of the Fore people, including their housing, dress and ritual.

1. RESEARCH WORK

Figure 1. Dr Carleton Gajdusek (left) and Dr Vincent Zigas study a child patient with kuru at Okapa in 1957.

Figure 2. Dr Zigas (at back) watching children drawing for the first time in their lives, using coloured pencils and a flat planar surface to support the paper, brought by us. Agakamatasa village, South Fore, 1957.

Figure 3. Dr C. Joseph Gibbs (left) and Dr Gajdusek with a kuru patient in Awande village, North Fore, in 1972.

Figure 4. Dr Gajdusek revising the kuru record in the kuru database printout, Awande village, North Fore, in 1972.

Figure 5. Patrol carrying metal ‘patrol boxes’ filled with patrol gear over difficult terrain, in 1960.
2. KURU PATIENTS

Figure 6. Patrol crossing a fast-flowing river by means of a bridge made of vines, in 1957.

Figure 7. Four children with advanced kuru at Okapa, with two of their carers, 1957.

Figure 8. Yani, the youngest kuru patient at four-and-a-half years of age, in 1957.

Figure 9. Amakiora, a girl with kuru, early in her course, in 1957.

Figure 10. Amakiora, late in her course, in 1959.
Figure 11. A boy with advanced kuru, caught in the midst of a myoclonic body jerk, in 1957.

Figure 12. A boy with advanced kuru showing the shifting strabismus common in children with kuru, in 1957.

Figure 13. A boy from the Gimi linguistic group with advanced kuru, supported by his father, in 1957.

Figure 14. Five women with advanced kuru who require sticks for walking or standing and three girls (seated) with kuru, in 1957.

Figure 15. Women with kuru showing wide-based stance and astasia even when supported by a stick, in 1957.
3. CARE AND ATTENTION GIVEN TO PATIENTS

Figure 16. Five women with kuru showing upper limb postures adopted to prevent postural tremors, in 1957.

Figure 17. A woman with kuru supported erect, in 1957.

Figure 18. A woman with kuru in the terminal stage, unable to sit, being cared for outside her house, in 1957.

Figure 19. A woman who has just died of kuru showing deep decubitus ulceration, in 1957.

Figure 20. (a–d) A kuru patient is wrapped in a beaten tapa cloth cape of mulberry tree bark, in which she will be carried to the hospital in Okapa, 1957.
4. SORCERY

Figure 21. A boy with advanced kuru lying in a beaten bark cape in which he has been carried to seek medical attention, in 1957.

Figure 22. Four healthy small Fore boys carry their age-mate to the Okapa Kuru Hospital on a stretcher from distant Agakamatasa village in the South Fore, in 1957.

Figure 23. (a–c) A large meeting held in early 1957 between Moke and Miarasa villages to disclose and destroy sorcerers’ magic disease-producing packages for the three sorcery-induced diseases of kuru, tukabu and analisa.
5. ASPECTS OF FORE LIFE AND SOCIETY

Figure 24. Waieti hamlet of Agakamatas village, South Fore, in 1957. Row of *ambel anga* (women’s houses) with menstrual huts behind them on the left. Wae (men’s house) on the upper right. Fighting stockade in the background on the left.

Figure 25. Fore women’s houses (*ambel anga*), 1957.

Figure 26. Fore *masi* (uninitiated boy) with his bow and arrows, 1960.

Figure 27. Wanevi Tubinaga at Pintogori, Okapa before his initiate’s braided hair was cut, in 1957.

Figure 28. Fore warrior in 1957.
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Figure 29. (a, b) Three Fore boy initiates from *masi* to *mabi* in the first of three stages of Fore male initiations. They are anointed with pig grease, and new head ornaments of ‘tambu’ and ‘girigiri’ shells are fastened. Aga Yagusa village, North Fore, 1957.

Figure 30. A dance and celebration in the evening, after the initiation, 1957.

Figure 31. Six Fore *masimabi* (youths) in a *wae* (men’s house), in 1957.

Figure 32. Small Fore boys collect blood from the open carcass of a pig killed for butchery a few minutes earlier, in 1957.
It was Dr Vincent Zigas who first started research into kuru and Dr Carleton Gajdusek joined him later. Vincent would drop us off and pick us up with his Landrover and we would patrol through the kuru-affected region with Carleton. Vincent was from Europe and we had great difficulty in understanding his Tok Pisin. He knew this, so he would purposely talk in a way that made us laugh. He was a good-natured man and was always reminding us to take care of Carleton when we were patrolling.

When we patrolled with Carleton it was under difficult conditions; we had to climb mountains and cross fast-flowing rivers. When we approached some villages they tried to chase us away, threatening us with their bows and arrows. We would placate them by giving them salt and other small presents.

The longest patrol that I took part in was to Menyamya via Agakamatasa, Dunkwi, Simbari and Mt Yelia. From Menyamya we took a plane to Lae, where Carleton left to go to America. After cleaning ourselves, Anua, Masasa, Tiu, Tose, Haus Kapa and I boarded a Dakota cargo plane bound for Kainantu. When we were about to land in Kainantu the plane’s cargo doors flew open and I went and told the plane’s crew. We all held on to the co-pilot so he could lean out of the plane and grab the doors and close them.